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Introduction

PA deals with different kinds of prediction

CEP-PA Interaction Sequence

 How does it work?

 A snapshot at measurement point 7

 Training set

 is extended with data coming from measurement point 5

predictors are calculated from SCEs on interval 1 5

CEP deals with detecting real-time complex events

PresentCEP PA Future

Motivation

CEP reaction should be triggered earlier, even before the occurrence of the primary event, events should 

be predicted.

 predictors are calculated from SCEs on interval 1-5

 learning labels are calculated from PCE based on interval 5-7

 Prediction is

 based on the calculation of SCEs on interval 3-7

 a forecast to the future point 8 and 9
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Solution

Proof of Concept

By the connection of CEP and PA, complex events can be predicted

Initial CEP application is represented by the white boxes and ellipses

A certain complex event can be detected with the help of CEP

This event is called primary complex event (PCE), while the related query is 

called primary CEP query
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The CEP engine also produces the predictors (secondary complex events, SCE)

The SCEs are transmitted physically by the event handler

The PCE is the target of the prediction

Real application

PA

Simple event Simple event Simple event Simple event

Entry System Simulator

Simulating entry system

Entry system: the CEP engine is listening the traffic data

Incomings are greater than 25 during the last 1.5 hours  alert (complex event)

The event is predicted 0.5 or 1 hour before it really occurs
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Refresh predictors every half an hour Dump CEP and PA events

Generate PA events

Results

Reference

Training set is extended based on the earlier defined predictors (SCEs) and the prediction target (PCE)

Learning model is periodically refreshed based on the currently extended training set

PA gives a prediction for the PCE at a later time

Prediction is sent back to the CEP engine

The CEP engine generates the new (predicted) PCE event

 Success = correct prediction in 1 hour

 93.15% precision

 92.23% recall

Prediction Predicted event CEP query Event handler

Learning Model

Refresh model weekly
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